Abstract-A unified robust multivariable approach to propulsion control design has recently been developed at National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Glenn Research Center (GRC). The critical elements of this unified approach are 1) a robust H-infinity control synthesis formulation; 2) a simplified controller scheduling scheme; and 3) a new approach to the synthesis of integrator windup protection gains for multivariable controllers. This paper presents results from an application of these technologies to control design for linear models of an advanced turbofan engine. The objectives of the study were to transfer technology to industry and to identify areas of further development for the technology to be applied by industry to the design of practical controllers for high-performance turbofan engines. The technology elements and industrial development of tools to implement the steps are described with respect to their application to a GE variable-cycle turbofan engine. A set of three-input/three-output three-state linear engine models was used over a range of power levels covering engine operation from idle to maximum unaugmented power. Results from simulation evaluation of controller design, controller order reduction, controller scheduling, and integrator windup protection design are discussed and insight is provided into how the design parameter choices affect the results.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
OST jet engines currently in production use single inputsingle output (SISO) controllers, and the use of multivariable controls is a relatively new development. Current designs are often limited to two input-two output (2 2) controllers, which lend themselves to heuristic extensions of SISO methodologies for integrator windup protection. With the introduction of variable cycle engines (VCE's) of increasing complexity, as well as high-performance applications such as short takeoff and vertical landing (STOVL) systems, the need for true multivariable control methodologies is becoming apparent [1] , [2] .
Multivariable control research at GE Aircraft Engines initially focused on the use of Edmunds' model matching design technique [3] . Although this "KQ" model-matching technique is easy to use, it does not guarantee stability and does not take into account actuator rates. Moreover, control design over the flight envelope is achieved by designing controllers at several operating points, and scheduling the resulting gains using tablelookup schemes or curve fits (see [4] ). Clearly, the use of robust control techniques to reduce gain scheduling effort and complexity is desirable. This paper describes the application of the three steps in the unified multivariable control design approach developed at NASA's Glenn Research Center (GRC) to a set of linear models of a GE turbofan engine. The models are defined for seven power code (PC) values ranging from idle to intermediate rated power, all at sea-level standard conditions of zero aircraft speed and zero altitude. The issues that have been addressed are: 1) the design of a low-order robust controller; 2) the application of a simplified controller-scheduling scheme; and 3) the augmentation of the multivariable controller to provide integral windup protection (IWP) when actuator saturation occurs.
The robust controller design uses variations on the standard controller design method to include weights on actuator rates and to add extra disturbance inputs to yield controllers with improved actuator behavior and enhanced robustness to variations in the engine model parameters [5] , [6] . It is anticipated that the actuator demands produced by the controller will avoid forcing the actuator servos against their rate limits during transients. The motivation for introducing disturbance inputs is to obtain a controller that results in reduced requirements for gain scheduling over the required range of flight conditions. In order to assess the robustness of the controller designed for the linear engine model at PC 35, it was used with the linear engine models for the full range of power codes (PC 20, 25, , 50).
The simplified scheduling method was applied to the loworder controller designed for PC 35 to evaluate its performance at off-design operating points.
The final design method considered was directed at producing a multivariable controller that prevents integrator windup while maintaining the desired command tracking in the presence of actuator limiting [7] . The extent to which the IWP controller design approach was able to prevent integrator windup and to provide acceptable tracking of command inputs in the presence of actuator limiting was investigated by designing and simulating a IWP controller for the PC 35 controller and engine pair.
The application of these technologies to a GE turbofan engine has been described in detail by Frederick and Adibhatla [8] , which forms the basis for this paper. The engine models and desired performance characteristics are first described. Then the design process is covered, including the important issue of obtaining a low-order controller. Following a brief description of the scheduling scheme, the IWP controller design process is described and illustrated. The paper concludes with suggestions for areas in which further study is warranted in order to improve these design methods and tailor them to the needs of turbofan engine control as practiced by GE. The software tools used in this study were MATLAB and its toolboxes, Simulink, and ISICLE, which is a MATLAB toolbox written by Minto and others for use within General Electric [9] - [11] .
II. ENGINE MODELS AND PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
The engine model used was the Intelligent Engine Control (IEC) [12] engine that has been employed in prior studies and for which a Fortran component-level model (CLM) and associated equilibrium-finding and linearization code were available.
Because robustness and gain scheduling requirements should be an important part of any engine controller design process, seven linear engine models (LEMs) were generated that covered the power levels from idle (PC 20) to intermediate rated power (PC 50) corresponding to standard-day conditions of zero speed and zero altitude.
Each of the inputs and outputs was scaled such that a unit change in the scaled variable corresponds to approximately a 10% change in the unscaled variable. The engine inputs used in this study were fuel flow rate (WF), nozzle area (A8), and bypass duct area (A16). The controlled outputs were percent corrected fan speed (PCN2R), core engine pressure ratio (CEPR, defined as P56/P25), and liner engine pressure ratio (LEPR, defined as P16/P56). The scaled engine-model state-space matrices are listed in the Appendix.
For the design phase of this study, an actuator model consisting of three parallel unity-gain first-order lags was used. The bandwidths were taken as 26.0 rad/s for WF, 18.0 rad/s for A8, and 29.0 rad/s for A16.
Sensors were not included in the models used for design. However, for simulation purposes, the sensors were modeled as three parallel first-order lags with unity low-frequency gains and bandwidths of 50 rad/s for PCN2R and 33.3 rad/s for both CEPR and LEPR.
In addition to providing a stable closed-loop system, the primary objective of the engine controller was to give good decoupled command tracking of the demand values of PCN2R and CEPR, with good regulation of LEPR about its nominal value. Closed-loop bandwidths between 2 rad/s and 6 rad/s were considered desirable.
Because we were considering a wide range of power levels, we were particularly interested in the robustness of the controller to variations in the engine model caused by changes in power level. To provide a measure of this robustness, the step responses of the engine models were examined for the full range of power levels using the single controller designed for PC 35. When evaluating the performance of the IWP controller, our objective was to avoid windup of the integrators of the controller and to approximately track changes in the demand fan speed in the presence of actuator saturation. Exact tracking was not considered necessary because an outer control loop can be used to adjust the demand values seen by the IWP controller should saturation occur.
III. DESIGN
A. Design Plant
The first step in the design process is to construct the design plant , as shown in Fig. 1 , with the interconnections and weights selected so as to obtain the desired closed-loop characteristics when the controller is connected to the actual plant and sensors.
In a typical formulation of the design problem, the engine and actuator models would be present, along with appropriate weights that would have been selected so as to force a controller design that would result in desired sensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions and , respectively. As described in Garg [5] (and references therein), the typical for- mulation can be augmented in two ways in order to enhance the resulting design.
First, the actuator rates are incorporated into the system, with appropriate weights to be selected by the user. This step will improve the dynamic response of the closed-loop system by eliminating high-frequency transients following a step change in demand. The only change in the design plant is the addition of three more outputs from the controller block and the corresponding weights.
The second change to the design model is to add disturbance inputs to the state-variable derivatives in the engine model. The purpose of using these inputs as part of the design system is to synthesize a controller to provide a stable closed-loop system over a wide range of power-code values.
The block named "augmented engine" represents the linear engine model with the disturbance inputs added directly to the derivatives of the engine state variables, via user-selected weights , and . If the linear engine model is described by the state-space matrices , and , with state vector , input vector , and output vector , the state-space equations of the augmented engine model are
The block named "augmented actuators" represents the simple actuator model of three first-order lags that produce the outputs that drive the engine's three inputs, and three additional outputs that are the actuator rates. The three blocks identified as , and are the weighting functions for the sensitivity function , the combined actuator and actuator rate signals , and the complementary sensitivity function , respectively. The designer selects the weights , and so as to force the computational solution of the problem to produce a controller that will provide acceptable robustness, sensitivity, and performance characteristics for the closed-loop system. It is a well-known property of the method that will have the same order as . The engine and actuator models each have three states. If the dynamic weights and are each third order and is constant, then both and will be twelthth order.
B. Weight Selections
The sensitivity weight was chosen to be large at low frequencies in order to obtain good command tracking at low frequencies. The complementary sensitivity weight was chosen to be large at high frequencies to obtain robustness to unmodeled high-frequency dynamics. The control weight is constant and attempts to provide a controller that will require reasonable actuator responses in terms of both magnitudes and rates. The sensitivity and complimentary sensitivity weights were taken to be first-order lags and leads, respectively, with the low-and high-frequency magnitudes and crossover frequencies specified by the user.
was established as three parallel first-order lag systems having low-frequency gains of 60 dB, high-frequency gains of 60 dB, and unity-gain crossover frequencies of 2.0 rad/s.
was established as three parallel first-order lead systems having low-frequency gains of 60 dB, high-frequency gains of 60 dB, and unity-gain crossover frequencies of 8.0 rad/s. The control weights were constant values of 0.02 for each actuator.
Following the recommendations in [5] , the values of , and were selected on the basis of variations in the matrix rather than the matrix. Plots of the matrix elements as a function of PC suggested that we should concentrate on the disturbance inputs to the first two rows. The values and were chosen based on simulation results. Once the values of the weights had been selected, an ISICLE routine that implements the algorithm due to Safanov et al. [6] was used to produce the controller as a set of state-space matrices.
C. Controller Design and Evaluation
The twelth-order linear controller designed for the PC 35 flight condition provided satisfactory response with the PC 35 model and stable closed-loop responses with the models for the other power conditions. Because its high order makes it impractical for implementation, the twelth-order controller was used as the basis for obtaining a reduced-order controller by using modal residualization.
Working with the twelth-order controller designed for flight condition PC 35, several different choices for the number of states to be residualized were tried. The conclusion reached was that a four-state model was the most reasonable. The poles of the fourth-order controller for PC 35 correspond to roughly three integrators and a pole at . The reduced order controller has four finite zeros, and two of them are in the right half-plane (RHP).
The results of the reduction of the controller order from 12 to four were assessed by simulating the responses of the respective closed-loop systems to changes in demanded PCN2R and CEPR. In Fig. 2 , we can see that for a unit step in PCN2R demand, there are only minor differences in CEPR and LEPR, and virtually no difference in PCN2R. On the other hand, as indicated in Fig. 3 , the responses to a step change in CEPR demand do show some differences. The most important of these is the introduction of a short-duration negative transient in CEPR when the fourth-order controller was used, which suggests the pres- ence of a RHP zero. This undesirable behavior was not present in the corresponding response with the twelth-order controller for which had no RHP zeros. To address this issue, other methods for reducing the order of the controller should be considered, such as that of Enns [13] .
To assess the robustness of the design process, the 4th-order controller for PC 35 was used with the engine models for PC values from 20 to 50. In Fig. 4 we see the aggregate responses to a step change in demanded PCN2R. For comparison, Fig. 5 shows the responses produced with the 4th-order controller designed without using the disturbance inputs in the design model, which corresponds to setting in (1) . Clearly the process of using the state-rate disturbance makes the based controller more robust to parameter variations. Although the responses with the robust controller (as in Fig. 4) are much improved over the nonrobust design, it will be necessary to provide some form of controller scheduling in order to get good step responses over the full range of PC values.
IV. USE OF A SIMPLIFIED SCHEDULING SCHEME Because a turbofan engine must perform over a wide range of operating conditions, the traditional control-design approach is to perform linear designs at a number of operating points and then to schedule the numerical parameters of the control law according to a curve fitting algorithm. One of our objectives in applying the control-design methodology is to reduce the scheduling demands so a simpler-than-usual scheduling scheme can be used. As a very preliminary look at this important aspect of engine control design, we have applied a technique recently developed by Garg [14] for providing simplified scheduling for multivariable controllers.
The step responses in Fig. 4 show that the single fourth-order controller designed for PC 35 is capable of controlling all seven linear engine models for the full range of power codes in a stable manner. However, with the exception of the two responses for the PC 35 and PC 40 engines, which are almost identical, these responses are not satisfactory, due to excessive overshoot or slow response. Clearly, the PC 35 controller requires some form of scheduling in order to provide satisfactory responses over the full range of power codes.
The scheduling method applied here considers the scheduled controller as where is the controller output-scheduling matrix, which is dependent on the engine's operating point, and is the nominal controller. For our example, we consider the fourthorder PC 35 controller to be the nominal one so engine models with PC values other than 35 represent off-nominal conditions.
The controller-output scheduling matrix is 3 3, thus requiring nine parameters to be scheduled as a function of the power code. As a comparison, a fourth-order multivariable controller with three inputs and three outputs will require up to 49 parameters to be scheduled, while, for a 3 3 proportionalplus-integral (PI) controller, 18 parameters must be scheduled.
An optimization problem was created for each off-nominal operating point in which the scheduling matrix was computed so as to minimize the infinity norm of the normalized loop transfer difference between the nominal control loop (PC 35) and the off-nominal control loop (corresponding to other power conditions). For each of the seven power codes, the MATLAB Optimization Toolbox was used to compute the output scheduling so as to minimize a related cost function over a set of frequencies covering the frequency range of interest.
When the closed-loop system with this scheduling scheme was simulated for step changes in demanded PCN2R, the responses shown in Fig. 6 were obtained for the power codes ranging from 30 to 50. Because the controller was designed for the PC 35 engine and because the response for the PC 40 engine with the PC 35 controller has been shown to be virtually identical to the response for the PC 35 engine, there is no need for scheduling at either PC 35 or PC 40, which means that the gain matrix is the identity matrix for both of these power codes. As seen in comparison with Fig. 4 , the simplified scheduling provides much improved performance over the nonscheduled controller for power codes 30, 45, and 50.
The scheduling gains calculated for the idle and close-to-idle conditions of PC 20 and 25 did not provide acceptable step responses, so those two power codes have not been included in Fig. 6 . Examination of the matrices for the linear engine models at these two lowest power codes revealed a pair of complex open-loop eigenvalues, whereas the eigenvalues are all real for the linear engine models at the other power codes. The engine used for this study contains a bypass door that is open for lower power codes (PC 20 and 25) and closed for PC values of 30 and above. Hence, it appears that the scheduled PC 35 controller can be used in the single-bypass regime (30 PC 
V. INTEGRATOR WINDUP PROTECTION
Watts and Garg [7] have developed a heuristic methodology for the design of MIMO integrator windup protection (IWP) controllers that shows promise for the control of jet engines. In this section, we discuss the application of this design method to the GE linear engine model for PC 35 that was used in the controller study, but with actuator limiting present.
A. Controller Structure
The design procedure consists of developing three design models, one for each actuator. Each design model is used to compute a column vector of IWP gains for the particular actuator under consideration that will minimize the cost for a heuristically-defined optimization problem. Then the individual IWP gain vectors, one per actuator, are combined to form the IWP gain matrix which is used to modify the output of the original state-space controller only when one or more of the actuators is being limited because of hardware constraints or operational limits.
The nonlinear feedback system shown in Fig. 7 is assumed to have saturation limits on the actuators and has an IWP controller. The controller output is subtracted from the actuator output , that may at times be limited, to form the second input to the IWP controller,
. If the actuators are not limited and the actuator dynamics are not a factor, then so . , where the three-element vector is a measure of the amount of limiting in each actuator. With the assumption that we have a specific linear controller , the only element in the IWP controller that remains to be determined is the gain matrix . This matrix has one column for each actuator and rows, where is the number of state variables in the controller. The elements of , which are constants dependent on the flight condition, are determined one column at a time by solving a nonlinear minimization problem.
The cost function to be minimized is the expected value of the sum of weighted tracking and actuator errors generated by a linear design model. Once the gain vector for one actuator has been determined, a similar design model is constructed for the next actuator and the optimization process is repeated. Because our engine has three actuators, the process is done three times to obtain the 3 matrix , where is the number of states in the reduced order controller. Although the design method can be extended to account for the simultaneous saturation of multiple actuators, the methodology described here assumes that only one actuator is saturated at a time. However, as demonstrated in the later sections, the IWP gains synthesized with single actuator saturation at a time performed adequately when simultaneous saturation of multiple actuators was encountered during simulation evaluations. Fig. 9 shows the top-level structure of the design model, the main elements of which are the two blocks labeled "closed-loop nominal system"' and "closed-loop IWP design system." The external inputs, , a three-element vector, and the scalar , are white-noise signals that are filtered so as to provide trackingand actuator-demand signals that have appropriate weighting and frequency spectra. The upper main block represents the linear closed-loop system, which consists of the engine, the actuators without limiting, and the linear controller . The response of this nominal system is what we would obtain if actuator limiting did not occur. As such, the nominal system represents what we would like to obtain in the presence of limiting, but might not be able to. The heavy lines into and out of the block represent vector signals having three elements each. The lower main block in Fig. 9 represents the closed-loop IWP design system for a specific actuator. For discussion purposes, we will use the fuel flow actuator, whose output is WF. Note that this block has two inputs and two outputs. The upper input (the thicker of the two) is the same three-element vector received by the nominal system, and represents the frequencyshaped demand inputs to be tracked by the closed-loop system (PCN2R, CEPR, and LEPR). The lower input (the thinner of the two) is a scalar that represents the frequency-shaped actuator signal for which the IWP gains are being determined. In this case it is the demanded fuel flow rate WF . Watts and Garg [7] also include magnitude scale factors and the corresponding inverse scale factors on the plant outputs in their design model. However, all of the variables associated with the GE engine model have been scaled, so no further scaling was required.
B. Problem Formulation for IWP Gain Synthesis
The design model of Fig. 9 is considered to be driven by white noise and the weighted performance error and the weighted actuator error are dependent on the values of the IWP gain vector for the actuator under consideration. Hence, the IWP gain vector is determined so as to minimize the cost defined as E (3) where E denotes "expected value of" and denotes transpose. This optimization problem can be solved by using a compatible set of computer tools to do the following:
• implement the design model represented in Fig. 9 for the specific actuator whose IWP gains are being determined; • create a function that will use the design system to compute the cost for a specified IWP gain; • use a suitable optimization routine to perform the nonlinear minimization. The process described above is repeated, with appropriate modifications to the design plant, to produce the IWP gain vector for each of the three actuators. These three gain vectors are then combined to form the IWP gain matrix, so the final controller appears as shown in Fig. 8 , where all of the signals are vectors.
When the IWP gains were computed for the GE engine under consideration, so as to minimize the cost expressed in (3), it turned out that a minimum of the cost could not be found for gains of any reasonable magnitude. The optimization routine, which imposed no constraints on the magnitude of the gain vector, was able to continue reducing the cost slightly by increasing the gain manitude. It was verified via simulation that these large-gain solutions did indeed produce stable closed-loop systems, but they were certainly not desirable. In order to obtain solutions with reasonable magnitudes, the term , which is proportional to the magnitude of the IWP gain vector , was added to the cost defined by (3), With this modification, solutions that had reasonable gains and produced satisfactory responses were obtained.
C. IWP Gain Calculation and Evaluation
A Simulink implementation of the design system shown in Fig. 9 was used to determine the IWP gains for limiting of the fuel flow (WF). Then the process was repeated with the design systems for limiting of the nozzle area (A8) and of the variable bypass area (A16) to obtain the remaining two sets of gains.
To ensure that an acceptable minimum had been found, the optimization process was repeated from several starting points in the four-dimensional gain space. If an initial choice resulted in an unstable closed-loop system, it was discarded and another starting point selected. If all of the stable starting points resulted in terminal points that were reasonably close to one another in the gain space, with final values of the cost that were approximately the same, then the minimum found was deemed to be acceptable.
The IWP gain matrix for the PC 35 flight condition was obtained by combining the three four-element gain vectors into a 4 3 matrix gain matrix shown in Fig. 8 . The first column contains the gains that are active when WF limits, the second column the gains for A8, and the third column the gains for A16. At this point, the design was complete.
The evaluation of the IWP controller was carried out using Simulink. For the simulation runs, somewhat arbitrary values of 1.5 units were used for each pair of actuator limits (recall that all actuator values were scaled). The input signal employed for all of the tests was a rectangular pulse in demanded PCN2R, starting at s and ending at s. Such a finiteduration pulse will make the effects of any integrator windup apparent, should they occur. The pulse amplitudes were selected to achieve different degrees of limiting, as described below.
Three sets of tests were run. First, the controller without IWP was used, with limiting possible on all three actuators. Then, the IWP controller was used, again with limiting on all three of the actuators. Finally, a set of runs was done both with and without the IWP controller, with limiting only on A8 and A16. For all cases, the engine model and the fourth-order controller were those for the PC 35 operating condition.
The fan speed responses (PCN2R) for pulses in PCN2R demand of 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 3.0 units without any IWP control appear in Fig. 10 . For a pulse height of 1.0 unit, which corresponds to a change of 10% in demanded PCN2R, no limiting occurs. Hence, the response for the first 4.0 s is the same as that shown in Fig. 2 .
When the height of the input pulse is increased to 1.5 units, the fuel flow actuator (WF) is forced against its limit, and the nozzle actuator (A8) is limited for a portion of the duration of the input pulse. The rise in PCN2R is a bit slower than for the linear response, but the tracking for PCN2R is still good, with no steady-state error.
For a pulse height of 2.0 units in demanded PCN2R, both WF and A8 limit hard, and WF remains on its limit well after the input pulse has ended. The fan speed response is no longer able to track its demanded input and exhibits a clear indication of integrator windup.
When the input pulse height is increased to 3.0 units, the amount of windup increases further, and all three actuators become limited. The A8 actuator remains limited until s and the fuel flow actuator (WF) is limited until s. Clearly, these latter two responses are unsatisfactory and suggest that IWP control is essential for acceptable performance in the presence of actuator limiting.
In Fig. 11 we see the results of performing the same set of four runs described above, but with the IWP controller active. By comparing these curves with those in Fig. 10 , we are led to the following three conclusions. First, and most important, the integrator windup that seriously impaired the responses in Fig. 10 was eliminated by the IWP controller. Second, as noted from Fig. 11 , the IWP gains did not improve the capability of the system to track steady-state commands for the pulses of height 2.0 and 3.0.
The third observation is that the two responses for a pulse height of 1.0 (in Figs. 10 and 11) are not the same, although there was no actuator limiting in either of these runs. This was because actuator dynamics caused to the IWP controller to be nonzero, even in the absence of limits. This effect can be eliminated by including a dynamic model of the actuators in the path going from the controller controller output to the summing junction that forms . Because the corrected fan speed (PCN2R) is a good measure of the thrust produced by the engine, it is essential that the demanded values of PCN2R be met in the steady state, provided that no operational constraints such as high temperatures or pressures are being violated. The primary reason that the system is unable to track PCN2R demand for pulses of height greater than 1.5 units is that the fuel flow (WF) becomes limited. A final set of tests was run without any limiting on WF, in order to evaluate the effects of the IWP controller with only A8 and A16 limited.
These tests showed that without any limiting on fuel flow, the ability of the controller to track the demanded fan speed was improved considerably. However perfect steady-state tracking of the corrected fan speed, as in the nominal case with no actuator limits, was still not achieved.
As a final demonstration of the benefits of the IWP controller, Fig. 12 shows the responses of the three actuators (fuel flow, nozzle area, and bypass duct area) corresponding to a pulse height of 2.0 units in PCN2R demand. The solid lines, which result from using the IWP controller, all begin returning to their equilibrium values of zero immediately upon termination of the input pulse, thereby indicating an absence of windup. On the other hand, the dashed lines (no IWP control) for WF and A8 continue at their saturated values of 1.5 for some time after the end of the pulse, and all three actuators undergo oscillatory transients before settling to zero.
VI. DISCUSSION
The results presented in the previous sections have shown that the three steps in the robust multivariable control design approach lead to satisfactory performance for an advanced propulsion system with reasonable low order controllers which require minimal scheduling and accommodate the effect of actuation limits with minimal performance degradation. However, the results also showed some shortcomings of the design approach which will need to be addressed for this approach to be acceptable to practicing control engineers in the industry. Some future research areas which can help address these shortcomings are summarized in the following.
The reduced-order controller transfer function discussed in Section III C had two zeros in the right half of the -plane, and resulted in a negative dip at the beginning of the CEPR step response. Other order-reduction methods, such as the frequency-weighted model reduction scheme of Enns [13] , should be investigated as a possible way of obtaining a reduced order controller that does not have a right half-plane zero. As discussed in Section IV, the simplified scheduling scheme was not able to provide satisfactory closed-loop performance for the low power conditions (PC20 and PC25). It was noted that the fundamental dynamic behavior of the engine was different at these power levels due to the way the engine is operated at these conditions. There is a need to develop a systematic approach to provide guidance to the control designer in determining what region of operation around an operating point can be covered by using the simplified scheduling scheme in conjunction with a robust controller designed for the operating point. As discussed in Section V, the IWP scheme did not provide perfect steady-state tracking of the corrected speed when limits on A8 and A16 were encountered while the fuel flow was not being limited. Modifications to the IWP gain design approach need to be developed to ensure that perfect steady-state tracking of a controlled variable can be maintained if the primary effector for controlling that variable is not being limited. Whether this can be accomplished simply by adjusting the weights in the performance index for synthesizing the IWP gains, or whether other modifications will be needed remains to be seen.
Because rate limits and rate-like limits (acceleration and deceleration schedules, for example) are of special importance to engine control applications, it is also desirable to adapt the IWP scheme to handle rate limits rather than just saturation limits. In addition, the IWP design methodology should be compared to the nominal integrator windup protection currently used at GE Aircraft Engines, and to other techniques that "condition" the controller states, such as those of Hanus [15] , [16] . Such a comparison should be made on the basis of performance as well as ease of design and implementation, which affect development cost.
VII. CONCLUSION
Simulation results have shown that the linear reduced order controller designed with actuator rates and disturbance inputs included in the design model was able to provide good responses to step changes in demanded fan speed and core engine pressure ratio that avoided discontinuities in the demand signals to the actuators. Simulations also verified that a single fourth-order controller designed for partial power was able to provide stable responses for linear sea-level, standard engine models at power levels ranging from idle to maximum unaugmented power, without any scheduling. The use of a simplified output matrix gain scheduling scheme for this single low-order controller yielded good step responses for power codes ranging from 30 to 50. Finally, it has been demonstrated that the loworder controller can be augmented so as to avoid integrator windup when one or more of the actuators is forced against its limit. Areas of future research have been identified which will make the techniques presented in the paper more appealing to practicing engine control designers in the industry.
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